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Titles,  Conflict,  and  Land  Use comes  very
close to being a tour de force. The authors provide
a careful and largely convincing theoretical and
empirical analysis of both the evolution of proper‐
ty rights to land and the determinants of violent
conflict  on  the  Brazilian  frontier.  Although  the
book has important policy implications -- most no‐
tably that a failure of private property rights, and
not  corporate  capitalism,  is  probably  the  main
threat  to  the  Amazon rain  forest  --  the  authors
downplay policy  analysis  in  favor of  hypothesis
testing. This book is essential reading for develop‐
ment  economists,  economic  historians,  public
choice  economists,  serious  environmental  schol‐
ars, and followers of New Institutional Economics.
I also recommend it to those interested in the evo‐
lution of property rights in cyberspace or any oth‐
er new frontier. 

Several of the book's early chapters address
the history and current structure of Brazilian land
policy, describing in detail the relevant legal, reg‐
ulatory,  constitutional,  and  political  institutions
that have influenced frontier settlement. Brazil's
land  holdings  have  always  been  highly  concen‐

trated owing to a system of large land grants the
Portuguese Crown made to promote early settle‐
ment.  The Crown issued these grants  under the
condition that recipients put the lands into benefi‐
cial use, but due to low land values over the long
course of time this condition has rarely been met
or enforced on the frontier. 

Beginning in the 1930s, the modernization of
Brazilian agriculture led to widespread agrarian
unemployment, a large and growing class of poor
landless  peasants,  and  corresponding  social  un‐
rest. Given the large tracts of idle and unproduc‐
tive frontier land, public sentiment and political
favor eventually turned to land reform to achieve
social justice (and quite possibly social efficiency)
by reducing the inequitable distribution of  land
holdings. Despite organized and often successful
resistance  to  land  reform  by  large  landholders,
the current Brazilian constitution allows the fed‐
eral government to expropriate private lands that
have not been put into beneficial use. 

Land  reform  policy  is  now  carried  out  pri‐
marily by INCRA, a federal agency created in 1970
to  administer  frontier  settlement. INCRA  per‐



forms its mission largely by organizing settlement
on public lands, expropriating unproductive pri‐
vate lands for settlement by squatters, and secur‐
ing  title  for  settlers.  As  it  turns  out,  organized
squatter groups have become increasingly adept
at controlling the land reform agenda by planning
effective invasions of likely parcels and using vio‐
lence strategically to induce INCRA to press for ex‐
propriation. Although Brazilian statutory law re‐
quires that owners of expropriated land receive
just compensation, in practice landowners are un‐
likely to receive fair market value. This prospect
often  leads  them  to  resist  squatter  invasions
through various legal or extra-legal means, such
as eviction or armed intimidation, all of which are
costly and likely to lead to violent conflict. 

To explain the evolution of frontier property
rights,  the authors  develop an analytical  frame‐
work in which land values decline with distance
from the central market and the differential value
between titled and untitled land rises with land
values and declines with distance. The data clear‐
ly support these underlying relationships. Further
empirical analysis reveals that the length of a set‐
tler's tenure on a plot substantially increases the
likelihood the plot will be titled, that title clearly
has a positive effect on land-specific investment,
and that land-specific investment dramatically in‐
creases land value. In cases involving a squatter
invasion, the participation of a squatter organiza‐
tion  significantly increases  the  likelihood of  ex‐
propriation, and the percentage of a landholding
that has been cleared (a proxy for beneficial use)
significantly reduces the likelihood of successful
expropriation. This naturally leads landowners to
clear their lands to strengthen property rights. 

The authors infer from the evidence that IN‐
CRA tends to undertitle  high-valued land claims
near  market  centers,  possibly  because  INCRA's
performance is judged on the number of families
initially settled rather than on the quality of the fi‐
nal  settlement  project.  Although  this  is  surely
plausible, the inference seems premature because

we  have  no  measure  of  the  value  of  INCRA's
scarce resources in alternative activities and be‐
cause we know very little about the costs and ben‐
efits of establishing title relative to alternative in‐
stitutions. 

To  explain  the  determinants  of  violent  con‐
flict, the authors develop a game-theoretic model
with three possible outcomes from squatter inva‐
sions: the landowner may evict the squatters, IN‐
CRA may expropriate the parcel for the squatters'
benefit, or the squatters may remain on the land
indefinitely with no expropriation. The probabili‐
ty  the  landowner  evicts  the  squatters  increases
with what the authors characterize as "landowner
violence," and the probability the squatters either
remain on the land indefinitely or mobilize a suc‐
cessful  INCRA  expropriation  increases  with
"squatter violence." The authors use this model to
generate comparative statics regarding the effects
on  landowner  and  squatter  violence  from
changes  in  the  level  of  property  rights  security,
changes in land values,  parametric  shifts  in the
parties'  cost  functions,  and changes in the posi‐
tions of the courts regarding evictions. 

My main concern with the model is that it as‐
sumes  each  side  understands  the  rules  of  the
game  and  knows  the  relevant  probability  func‐
tions, valuations, and costs. With full information,
however, why would violence ever occur? What
the authors characterize as violence is really an
input provided by the parties to encroach or resist
encroachment  and  bears  no  necessary  relation‐
ship  to  actual  violent  conflict,  which  is  an  out‐
come. By failing to account for this,  the authors
neglect the selection effect so familiar to law and
economics scholars in explaining which legal dis‐
putes are selected for litigation. A legal rule more
favorable to plaintiffs,  say,  a change from negli‐
gence to strict liability for injuries due to defec‐
tive products, will not necessarily lead to more lit‐
igation (violence). It simply shifts the parties' ex‐
pectations and changes the character of the dis‐
putes that get litigated. 
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The authors recognize earlier in the book that
"there must be some uncertainty in the outcome
that  contributes  to  violence."  But  uncertainty,
alone, may not be enough if the parties hold iden‐
tical expectations.  Rather,  asymmetric  informa‐
tion  about  probabilities,  valuations,  or  costs
seems necessary to generate violence conflict.  A
model capable of explaining violent conflict might
hypothesize  two  different  types  of  landowners
and squatters -- say, aggressive and passive -- with
each group receiving a costly signal about the oth‐
er's type that is accurate on average but subject to
imperfectly  correlated  errors.  Violence  occurs
when the parties hold mistaken beliefs about one
another's type. 

From this perspective, violence is a costly but
effective  method of  correcting  mistaken signals.
Conditional on land reform policy, violence might
even  be  seen  as  a  socially  efficient  signaling
mechanism compared to  the alternative.  Appar‐
ently, the alternative is for INCRA to expropriate
private  lands  and  then  match  settlers  to  those
lands  in  an  orderly  process  free  from violence.
The success of squatters in controlling the match‐
ing process through organized invasions suggests
that INCRA is incapable of efficiently generating
the necessary information. For all its drawbacks,
a  process  of  targeted  invasions  backed  by  the
threat of violent conflict may be superior. 

This hypothesis has testable implications, the
most obvious of which is that the parties will have
a  mutual  interest  in  minimizing  information
asymmetry and the associated social losses from
violence. By categorizing land disputes according
to  various  characteristics,  we  should  be  able  to
predict that information asymmetry will  decline
as a given category of disputes recurs and the par‐
ties learn. New categories of disputes reflecting a
different combination of characteristics than has
previously been witnessed will be most prone to
violent  conflict,  while  routine  categories  of  dis‐
putes will be the least prone to violent conflict. I
cannot  resist  noting that  the common ability  of

human beings to recognize patterns and to reason
by  analogy  allows  them  to  anticipate  outcomes
and  to  avoid  or  minimize  costly  signaling.  This
knowledge is a public good that appears subject to
network effects and may be one plausible expla‐
nation for how human beings have escaped the
infinite  regress  problem,  in  which  all  rents  are
dissipated. That the rule of law, which institution‐
alizes this knowledge by relying on precedent, is
strongly  associated  with  wealth  accumulation
should come as no surprise. 

According to the asymmetric information hy‐
pothesis, the magnitude of changes in land values,
rather than the level of land values, should be as‐
sociated with information asymmetry and should
lead to an increase in violent conflict. Indeed, the
authors include a measure of land value changes
in their empirical analysis of violent deaths and
its  coefficient  is  positive  and  marginally  signifi‐
cant. If available, the variance of land values in
an area might have even greater predictive pow‐
er. 

The presence of INCRA in an area should in‐
crease  information  asymmetry  and  violent  con‐
flict. Although INCRA might act predictably under
normal  circumstances,  as  land disputes  escalate
there  comes  a  point  at  which  public  sentiment
leads INCRA to dramatically change its stance in
favor  of  supporting  squatters.  Through  some
range, it therefore seems plausible that landown‐
er and squatter expectations regarding INCRA in‐
volvement will  differ, leading to violent conflict.
According  to  the  authors'  empirical  work,  the
presence  of  INCRA  in  an  area  has  a  large  and
highly significant positive effect on violent deaths.

Additional measures of information asymme‐
try might be the presence of overlapping agency
jurisdiction, changes in law or judicial sentiment,
and changes in political administration. Early on
in a squatter organization's existence we should
expect more violent deaths in the disputes it orga‐
nizes, but over time this effect should diminish as
the organization gains a credible reputation. 
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The authors may be correct in conceding that
land reform is in some broad sense socially effi‐
cient, but this should translate into the inference
that settling the large population of unemployed
landless  peasants  on  the  Brazilian  frontier  can
somehow be made privately efficient for frontier
landowners.  Why,  in  spite  of  their  considerable
political influence, have they been unable to ac‐
complish  this  through  sharecropping  or  land
rental arrangements? I can even imagine a group
of neighboring landowners agreeing to give away
a portion of their lands to settlers in hopes that
doing so would expand the market and generate
improvements in infrastructure sufficient to com‐
pensate for their ceded lands. 

An entertaining explanation for this failure is
that through some kind of invisible hand process
the owners of Brazil's frontier lands have been in‐
advertently  acting  to  forestall  the  familiar  rent
dissipation from premature settlement. But with
the Brazilian government unable to credibly com‐
mit  to  enforcing  landowners'  claims,  in  what
might be characterized as an episode of Malthu‐
sian  rational  expectations  rent  dissipation  took
the form of a large buildup in the population of
unemployed  peasants  that  ultimately  over‐
whelmed  landowner  interests.  Land  reform  is
then seen as the political manifestation of the race
to first possession. 

Copyright  (c)  2000 by  EH.NET.  All  rights  re‐
served.  This  work may be copied for  non-profit
educational uses if  proper credit  is  given to the
author and the list. For other permission, please
contact  the  EH.NET  Administrator  (administra‐
tor@eh.net;  Telephone:  513-529-2850;  Fax:
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If there is additional discussion of this review, you may access it through the network, at
http://eh.net/ 
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